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Dear Prateek and Eeshani,
I am pleased to inform you that I have joined HSBC Analytics in Bangalore in the
Commercial Banking - Analytics division yesterday. Thanks !
“I am happy to inform you that I have received an offer from Fair Isac Corporation
as a Technical Consultant. I would like to thank you for the training I received at Ivy
:)”
“Ivy provided the courage and important lesson of swimming... the result: I am
joining HSBC Analytics this month... Thank you Eeshani, Thank you Prateek..."
“I'm pleased to tell you that I have joined Ipsos as an analyst in the MMA
(Marketing Management Analytics) team. The Analytics and Excel did come in
handy to crack the telephonic interviews. There's still a long way to go and I hope
I'll have your guidance if required in the future.”
"Would like to inform you that I have been placed at ICRA Online Limited, Kolkata
as Senior Associate Analyst. Thanks for all the guidance I received at Ivy
Professional School. It has truly been very enriching and useful to be a student of
this organization.”
“I am doing well at Ernst & Young. Thanks for all the support I had at your school. It
really is abundant of positivity and productivity. Had learnt a lot.”
“The course structure had quite detailed grounding on Stats leading to a logical
flow into data handling and analysis tool usage.”
“I’ve joined TCS, Bangalore on 14th August as a Business Analyst in Analytics.
Thank you so much for giving me this opportunity. I shall be grateful to Ivy Pro
School for giving me such [an] opportunity, without which I couldn’t have got this
job. I shall be in touch with you both always.”

“Hope you are doing well, I am writing this mail with a lots of respect to you.
Feeling very glad to say you that I got a job in Oracle as a Reporting Analyst in
Bangalore. However just got the offer letter, still waiting for the appointment
Reporting Analyst at
letter.
Oracle
Thanks for being my teacher and guiding me towards the right path of life. I am
grateful to you Sir. Here I am attaching a file which contains the Interview
question which I had faced at the time of interview, hope it will going to help
others.
Thank you once again for all your cooperation and support to me."
“I am happy to inform you all that I got placed in Opera Solutions (Noida) as a
Garima Srivastava
Jr. Analyst (Analytics) Jr.Analyst (package of Lakhs p.a. + yearly bonus).
I would like to Thank each and every staff at Ivy and especially the faculty who
at Opera Solutions
made the learning so easy yet so interesting and always inspired me to continue
learning with an open and positive mind. Thanks to all of you.”
*Please click on the names of the students to view their LinkedIn Profile

